ABSTRACT:
The sequencing of the genome, the complete DNA, for humans and for thousands of other species at the dawn of the new millennium brought promises of untold advances in medicine and of many other novel technologies of benefit to the world. However, big questions remain about the roles played by these DNA sequences, including many of the protein-coding genes. Structural Genomics (SG) projects have since determined the 3D structures of over 13,000 gene products, but most of them are of unknown or uncertain function. In order to transform the promises of genome science into useful and practical advances, we must understand the function of these protein gene products. Therefore the functional classification of protein 3D structures is an important current problem. A new approach to this problem is described based primarily on chemical and electrostatic properties computed using techniques from chemical physics. Our function prediction method utilizes electrical potential functions that we calculate from the protein 3D structure. These potential functions are in turn used to predict the amino acids that are involved directly in the protein’s function. For proteins of known function, these sets of amino acids are used to establish “chemical signatures” for each functional type. Then, we predict the sets of active amino acids for protein structures of unknown function and, using matching with the chemical signatures, seek a functional assignment for the proteins of unknown function. Biochemical experiments are then performed to test whether our function prediction is correct.
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